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although it's easy to
forget sometimes, a share
is not a lottery ticket...
it's part ownership of a
business.
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- Peter Lynch
Investor and philantrophist who
popularized the "buy what you
know" investment strategy



what are we?

We started out as your typical meme coin and now we are roaring to show the
decentralized space that we want more. 

Moon PulseChain represents a unique utility coin shaped by the collaborative efforts of
the community, serving as a genuine catalyst for financial freedom. Its inception was
marked by a deliberate allocation of 86% of the total supply to a decentralized exchange
(DEX), bolstered by liquidity provision.

In alignment with the commitment to fostering a community-driven token, the creator
actively participated in acquiring their share through a conventional listing process,
leaving only the remaining 160 million tokens under their custodianship.

With a foundation firmly established, the community is poised to propel Moon PulseChain
towards unprecedented heights. The current infrastructure includes a robust staking
mechanism, a diverse set of six operational games within a mini-casino, and an upcoming
subscription-based forex trading bot currently undergoing four months of meticulous
back testing.

For those seeking to actively shape the trajectory of financial markets and avoid being
mere onlookers from afar, seizing the opportunity to acquire $MOON is paramount. Join
us in becoming the true pulse of financial freedom and chart a course beyond the
confines of earthly limitations.

MOONPULSE CHAIN IS THE SINGULAR UTILITY COIN THAT IS
DRIVEN BY THE COMMUNITY TO ESTABLISH THE REAL
PULSE OF FINANCIAL FREEDOM.
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Token Name:           MOON PULSECHAIN 
Token Symbol:        $Moon
Network:                   Pulsechain
Decimals:                  18 
Address:                     
0x09400caBE5c509384A0B8b153B2E
991435c6D6D7

Token Price:             1 $Moon =
                                        0.1074 WPLS
Market Cap:              14K
Liquidity:                     2k USD
Issuance Method:  PulseX V2
                                       
Total Supply ：         1B

$moon tokenomics



Team (ICO bought)

PulseX (Balance):  40,000,000 

100,000,000

4%

50% 

DEX 

In Circulation 500,000,000

540,000,000

10%

54%

Moon Allocation

Total Supply: 1,000,000,000

Locked until 2025 (under

Creator custodial)
160,000,000 16%

100%TOTAL 1,000,000,000

TEAM 260,000,000 26%

SPECIAL SALE
(to fund Lunar Apps
Development and Site
Maintenance)

200,000,000 20%



Moon Allocation

Total Supply: 1,000,000,000

DEX Listing
84%

Locked (under Token Creator)
16%

Notes:

 After sending 84% of the tokens to identified DEX, Token Creator

bought/exchanged for 300M Moon.

1.

100M shall comprise the Team’s Share. The remaining 200M is being

allocated to a special Over the Counter Sale and the proceeds of

which will go to fund the lunar applications.

2.

 The 160M locked tokens remain with the token creator’s custody and

shall be unlocked a year from now.

3.

all sales and buys of the moon token will not levy any tax and no

burn mechnism is being implemented.

4.



moon mechanisms

staking1 Distribution2
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Moon PulseChain can be
staked to earn daily
rewards for the holders
with a lock in period of
their choice of 30, 60, 90,
and 120 days. The longer
the period, the higher the
apy rate. 

Moon Holders also have
option to unstake
anytime but will be
levied with a 23%
unstake fee.

Dev team: 100M or 10%
[vesting period of 10
months, released linear
manner every month by
10%]

Community Ecology: 54%
Regular listing at pulsex
and 20% private sales
event

16% locked until 2025 for
the marketing and launch
of moon casino and
moonbottrader



SPECIAL MOON OTC

Vested

Sales Proceeds

Soft Cap

Buy Tax

Hard Cap

End Date

Start Date

Sale Price

Whitelisted

Particulars

Min/Max Qty

Moon for Sale

No

50% outright and 5 equal
installments of 10% for 5 months

None

Details

Liquidity and Lunar App Developmen

None

200,000,000.00

Until Supply Lasts or
 end of Sale

120k PLS/10M PLS

1 MOON = 75% of Moon Price at
Dexscreener during start Date

March 5  at 5 PM UTC 

March 12 at 5 PM UTC



DEX LISTING

Vested

Platform

Soft Cap

Liquidity

Hard Cap

End Date

Start Date

Sale Price

Buy and Sell Tax

Particulars

Min/Max Qty

Moon for Sale

None

No

Yes, 2,000 USD Initial Provision

Details

PulseX

None

540,000,000

None

None

Market Price

February 27, 2024

until Supply exhaustion



Special OTC Sales

Allocation 

Total Moons: 200,000,000 MOON

TOTAL

LIQUIDITY

MARKETING 

MOON CASINO

MOON BOT

BUY TAX (site upkeep) 1%

40%

9%

25%

25%

PARTICULAR SHARE

100%

where: moon pulsechain website



lunar applications

MOONSTAKING

This July we shall open our doors to our very own moon casino. we already have six simple yet generously configured games in
tow namely:
Plinko, Baccarat, Keno, High-Low, Poker and Bingo Bash.

MOONCASINO

Either in late March or early April, the team will launch Moon Staking, the erstwhile moneymaker for holders while the big shot
lunar applications are still underway. The compensation plan will allow Moon Pulzers to select the lock in period packages that
they are most comfortable with and they also have the option to unlock their stakes at any time albeit subject toa  23% Unlock
fee. 



MOON BOT TRADER
Holders of the Moon token also get first crack at our FOREX mt5 trading bot which shall be unveiled in the fourth quarter of

this year. Back testing is ongoing and the early returns have been encouraging. The bot uses bollinger bands with a strict
adherence to stop loss and tracking stop loss mechanism ensuring a net profit with minimal risks.

lunar applications

MOONIE NFT
NFT Name not yet official.

Landing in 2025!



Roadmap

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

Strategy AND MARKET ANALYSIS

Token Creation and private sales

Site launch and devt

Staking Dapp Launch

Moon Casino
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Moon Bot Trader



disclaimer

Trading cryptocurrency on the digital market carries a high level of risk
and may not be suitable for all investors. The high degree of leverage
can both work for and against you. Thus, before deciding to join this
platform, you should carefully consider your investment objectives and
risk appetite. It is possible to lose some or all of your initial
investment. Due to this. it is strongly advised to never invest money
that you cannot afford to lose. You should be aware of all the risks
associated with trading and seek advice from an independent financial
advisor if you have any doubts. Do your own research before joining
this platform.

Moon PulseChain’s current or past performance is not necessarily
indicative of future results. No representation is being made that any
account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those
discussed or shown. Any opinions, news, research, analysis, prices, or
other information contained in this conversation are provided as
general market commentary and do not constitute investment advice.
The $Moon platform will not accept liability for any loss or damage,
including without limitation, any loss of profit, which may arise directly
or indirectly from the use of or reliance on such information.
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Always exercise caution and make informed decisions when it comes
to investing, trading, or any other financial activities especially in the
decentralized finance world.



Join the  
community
Our primary social media presence is on discord where we
post and show proof of trades, get the pulse of the
community and chart the future of Moon Pulse Chain 

We will continue to build our social media presence and hope
to have you onboard as we take on the challenge of
conquering the DeFi space.

Get in touch!

support@moonpulsechain.com

https://moonpulsechain.com
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https://t.me/MOONPULSECHAIN

https://twitter.com/MOONDOGEPULSE


